Handwriting is the most fundamental expressive activity in learning. To utilize the intuitiveness and the nature of handwriting, digital pen technology has emerged to capture and transfer notes. We developed AirTransNote, a student note-sharing system that facilitates collaborative and interactive learning in conventional classrooms. A teacher can use the AirTransNote system to share student notes with the class on a projected screen immediately to enhance the group learning experience. However, to improve the effectiveness of sharing notes, the teacher must be able to select an effective note for sharing. This can be difficult and time consuming during a lecture. Moreover, students should be encouraged to improve the presentation of their handwritten notes. Well-written notes are more accessible for other students and reduce irrelevant and careless mistakes.

To facilitate learning improvements based on note sharing, we require a method to estimate the neatness of a note automatically. If a method is established, the teacher can easily select effective notes. Furthermore, this method can help provide feedback to the student to improve their writing. We examined 14 basic features from handwritten notes by considering correlation coefficients and found that the variance of pen speed, angular point average, and pen speed average were the significant features for evaluating the neatness of handwritten notes.

1. Introduction

Handwriting is the most fundamental expressive activity in learning. Because the handwriting activity is common in modern culture, handwriting skills are developed from childhood in both drawing and writing. Handwriting is often regarded as the representation of personality. A Japanese proverb states that a beautiful hand drawing represents a person’s character. Therefore, acquiring better handwriting skills is important.

Based on the intuitiveness and the nature of handwriting, digital pen technology has emerged to capture and transfer notes as digitized data. Using an Anoto-based pen, a handwritten paper note can be immediately and easily digitized. Utilizing this technology, we have developed AirTransNote, a student note-sharing system that facilitates collaborative and interactive learning in conventional classrooms. With the AirTransNote system, a teacher can immediately share student notes with the class on a projected screen to enhance the group learning experience. Because of the simple writing interface, the proposed system does not impose any additional burden on the students who share notes.

However, to improve the effectiveness of sharing notes, the teacher must select an effective note for sharing. We have developed a function to classify notes based on the correctness of the answer. However, selecting a suitable note during a lecture remains difficult because it requires significant time to review a substantial number of student notes. Moreover, students should be encouraged to improve the presentation of their handwritten notes. Well-written notes are more accessible for other students and reduce irrelevant and careless mistakes.

To facilitate learning improvements based on note sharing, we require a method to estimate the neatness of a note automatically. If a method can be established, the teacher can easily select effective notes for sharing. The students are expected to write more skillfully with improved content accuracy. Unfortunately, the habit of writing well is not always regarded as an important skill during conventional lectures, except for calligraphy class. When a method to accurately estimate the neatness is realized, it can be applied to making this habit a common practice.

Regarding the sharing of notes, learning through teaching is one of the primary strategies for effective learning. Bielaczyc et al. examined the influence of self-explanation and self-regulation strategies on student explanations and performance. The results indicated that particular self-explanation and self-regulation strategies contributed to learning and problem-solving performance. Barnard reported peer-tutoring interactions and their interpretation from a socio-cultural perspective. Clearly, attitudes and strategies for explaining learning content are necessary and they can be improved by efforts to improve the manner in which explanations are provided.

In this paper, we investigate a method of estimating neatness from online stroke data. Our objective is to examine the writing activity of students during lectures, not the accuracy of the content of their notes compared to the teacher’s presentation. In the latter approach, the neatness of the student note would be influenced by several factors including the speed at which the teacher delivers the lecture content and how the lecture is structured. We focus on students writing in response to short-term assignments.
or posed questions during lectures. In general, students are given sufficient time to consider and solve the questions.

We focus on the neatness of the notes, not how aesthetically the individual characters are written. The overall beauty of the character writing can be somewhat enhanced by writing carefully and should be improved for better presentation of the student’s notes. However, beautification depends on the student’s motor skills, which are generally difficult to improve in the short term. Therefore, in this study, we focus on the care with which the students write their notes.

2. Related Works

Simard et al. [12] proposed a warping algorithm for ink normalization and beautification. They concentrated on the preprocessing of the recognition of handwritten text. Their final goal was to reduce recognition errors. The concept of ink normalization could be applied to our research in terms of presenting beautified notes. However, we focus on providing feedback based on the metrics of neatness.

Julia and Faure [5] presented an algorithm for recognition and beautification for graphical design applications on a pen-based computer. Their method recognized tables, gestures, geometric figures, and diagram networks and beautified the drawings for each drawing category. Miyao and Maruyama [9] proposed a method to segment and recognize online handwritten flowchart symbols using an SVM (Support Vector Machine) technique. They proved the effectiveness of their method and implemented a system that beautifies handwritten flowcharts. Paulson and Hammond proposed a new low-level recognition and beautification system called PaleoSketch [10] that could recognize eight primitive shapes and combinations of these primitives. Although the concepts of interactivity in handwritten drawings and demand for beautification have been commonly researched, our goal is to provide a method of diagnosis that determines the metrics of neatness.

Zhu and Jin [13] proposed a method for beautifying online handwritten Chinese-character calligraphy. They first applied a speed-based calligraphy simulation to produce a paint-brush-style stroke. Then, the method matched strokes with template characters. A portion of the transfiguration technique in their method can be applied to beautify our students’ notes. However, our aim is to make the students improve their attitude about writing carefully while thinking.

Aşıcıoğlu and Turan examined the quality of the handwriting of subjects under the influence of alcohol [1]. The aim of their research was to identify the consequences of alcohol and alcohol-related neurological deterioration on handwriting. The results revealed that the handwriting parameters, such as the length of words, the height of uppercase and lowercase letters, the height of ascending letters, the height of descending letters, the spacing between words, the amount of angularity, the amount of tremor, and the number of tapered ends, were all significantly increased under the effect of alcohol. Despite the fact that some of their metrics regarding handwriting are attractive for examining quality, the majority of their metrics were evaluated manually.

3. Method

In this section, we describe our candidate features for measuring the care with which students write their notes. We call this the level of neatness. To process substantial amounts of handwritten data, we required a simple writing activity model.

3.1. Presupposition

We gathered online handwritten note data to assess the level of neatness of the note-taking process. The online data can be captured using tablets or smartphones. In this study, we employed Anoto-based pens. The Anoto-based pen has the capability to store and send handwritten notes written on a specific dotted paper sheet. Using Anoto-based pens, we collected accurate student notes.

The Anoto-based pen generates (1) the coordinates of the pen-tip (x, y) at a frequency of 75 times per second, and (2) the start time of the writing. The end time of the drawing is not captured: however, it can be estimated by the start time and the number of coordinates that represent a drawing. Therefore, a one-stroke drawing contains n coordinates \( P_i(x_i, y_i) \) \( (0 \leq i \leq n - 1) \) and has a start time \( T_0 \) in milliseconds.

3.2. Basic features

Based on the pen-tip coordinates, we can define distance (\( \text{dist} \)) and velocity (\( \text{velo} \)) between the two coordinates \( P_i \) and \( P_{i-1} \) as follows:

\[
\text{dist}_i = \sqrt{(x_i - x_{i-1})^2 + (y_i - y_{i-1})^2} \quad (1 \leq i \leq n - 1),
\]

\[
\text{velo}_i = \frac{\text{Dist}_i}{1/75} \quad \text{(pixels/sec)} \quad (1 \leq i \leq n - 1).
\]

We made assumptions for estimating the neatness of the handwritten letters using stroke data. First, we attempted to estimate the level of neatness using fundamental features obtained from the handwritten data. We considered the following fundamental features.

- **Variance of pen speed**: This feature is calculated by \( \text{velo}_i \) of a single stroke;
- **Average pen speed**: This feature is also calculated by \( \text{velo}_i \) of a single stroke;
- **Complexity of the stroke**: This method counts the number of angular points and feature points extracted by Ramer’s method. This feature is also calculated using a single stroke.
Table 1 illustrates the expected relationship between the complexity of characters and the previously mentioned fundamental metrics. When the writer draws a complicated stroke, the variance of the pen speed will be greater than when writing a simple stroke. Moreover, the average pen speed becomes slower than the average for writing simple strokes.

### 3.3. Calculation of stroke complexity (number of angular points)

To estimate the level of stroke complexity, we calculated feature points using the Ramer-Douglas-Peucker algorithm [11] (hereafter, called Ramer’s method). The feature points of the algorithm are often utilized for handwritten recognition. They reduce the original points and capture the significant points. We utilize the number of feature points as a metric of stroke complexity.

Ramer’s method is as follows. First, the start and end points of every stroke are captured as feature points (Figure 1, top-left). Then, the most distant point from the straight line between adjacent feature points is selected as a feature point if the distance to the straight line is greater than a threshold value (Figure 1, top-right). This selection is performed recursively until no additional feature points are selected.

We set the threshold value of Ramer’s method as one fifth of the stroke height or width, whichever is greater. The number of feature points determined using Ramer’s method represents the ratio of curves and number of angular points. By observing the Ramer feature with Japanese handwritten text, we found that the Ramer features of Kanji characters are smaller than those of Hiragana characters. This is because most Kanji characters consist of short, straight strokes compared to Hiragana characters.

### 4. Experiment

In this section, we describe the method employed to collect and examine the data.

#### 4.1. Collection of Note Data

We collected the handwritten note data of 10 undergraduate students in a lecture at our institute. The lecture was a Japanese literature and expression course. First, the students were required to write their report for their own topic based on research. The reports were shared among the students and the lecturer. The students were also given an assignment of reading reports and peer reviewing by writing short comments for each report. Anoto-based pens were used to digitize these comments. Some of the students prepared drafts of the short comments. Because the prepared drafts were stored in their personal smartphones, the students could refine the draft when they copied them onto a sheet of paper. We provided two A4 size papers. A 10 cm (wide) × 5 cm (high) area was provided for each comment and it was printed on the sheet. We did not place any limitations the size of the handwriting character or the length of the comment. We explained that the comments would be shared on a projected screen. We did not offer any commentary regarding neatness or care.

After the lecture, we grouped the digitized written data based on the short comments. To assess the possibility of detecting the neatness level from online stroke data and to estimate the relevance of the method, we attempted to collect the reference neatness scores for the digitized short comments by comparing all comments. However, we could not simply compare and score all 116 comments. The number of short comments was excessive to evaluate individually and the amount of text included in each comment varied. The size of the comments would affect the evaluation of the neatness score.

Therefore, we divided the short comments into nine groups of similar sizes. We eliminated the comments from the same writer in a group. Finally, we selected nine groups of four comments each. We prepared a PDF document that contained these comment groups, one per page (see Figure 3).

We then requested another 15 participants (twelve male and three female, aged 20 to 39) to evaluate the neatness of the writings as absolute scores using the five-point Likert scale (hasty: 1 – neat: 5). The participants browsed the nine page PDF document on their personal PCs and
input their scores in the form of web pages. No time limit was specified. We instructed the participants to review the document and evaluate the neatness of the writings without considering the content - only the look and feel of the writings. We supplemented that the writer’s carefulness level of presentation and his/her own handwriting skill on beautification should be separated for the reviewing. We mentioned the difference of comment size and that the participants should not compare the writings on the different pages directly. Further, we remarked that the green and light blue highlighted lines (see Figure 3) implied scratching out on unexpected or failure characters. Because the Anoto-based pen could not delete these characters, the students were permitted to ignore the mistakes. We also stated that the highlighted lines should not be considered. Figure 2 presents the evaluated neatness scores. Owing to the grouping and limitation of four simultaneous writings, the variance of the score was moderate. Therefore, we adopted the average scores as the reference ratings of the neatness.

4.2. Candidate Features of Handwriting Data

We extracted the following candidate features for evaluating the neatness level. All features can be generated by a single stroke.

- **Point**: The number of sampling points in the stroke.
- **Dist**: The stroke length: $\sum_{i=1}^{n-1} dist_i$ (unit: pixel).
- **Ramer**: The number of angular points calculated by Ramer’s method explained in Section 3.3. For example, a short straight line produces zero and a Z-shaped stroke produces two.
- **Vsplog**: Variance of pen speed ($dist$) per $\log(\text{Ramer}+2)$. This value was introduced in our former study [6]. This feature was significant under a controlled situation; however, it is not clear if this feature is effective in uncontrolled notes. The value increased when the writer changed the speed within a single stroke.
- **Ppd**: Point per distance ($\text{Points}/\text{Dist}$). This value represents the inverse of the average pen speed. This feature was introduced in our former study [8].
- **PpdR n**: Points per distance of Ramer = n stroke.

To compute the features of the multiple handwritten text strokes, we calculated the average and variance of the above features.
4.3. Result

Table 2 presents the results of Pearson’s Correlation Coefficients (r) between the 14 stroke features and the reference neatness rate. The most significant feature was the variance of points per distance on Ramer = 1 (r = −.556, t(34) = −3.899, p = .0004). Figure 4 displays the scatter plot with a regression line. The second significant feature was the average of Ramer (r = −.449, t(34) = −2.929, p = .006). The third significant feature was the average of points per distance (r = −.440, t(34) = −2.853, p = .007). Figure 5 and Figure 6 are the scatter plot and a regression line of the two features. The following two features (the variance of points per distance and the variance of points per distance in Ramer = 2) were 5% significant.

Based on the above results, we attempted to evaluate two types of mixed features. The first, \( m_{f1} \), is a simple average:

\[
m_{f1} = \frac{m_1 + m_2 + m_3}{3};
\]

the second, \( m_{f2} \), is a weighted average:

\[
m_{f2} = \frac{m_1 \times 3 + m_2 \times 2 + m_3}{6}.
\]

Both mixed features were also significant on the correlation coefficients (regarding the \( m_{f1} \) feature, \( r = −.598, t(34) = −4.350, p < .0001 \), and for the \( m_{f2} \) feature, \( r = −.607, t(34) = −4.450, p < .0001 \)). Figure 7 and Figure 8 display the scatter plot and a regression line of the two mixed features. Because \( m_{f2} \) was the most significant in the above features, we are able to conclude that the \( m_{f2} \) feature was the most effective metric for estimating the neatness of handwritten notes.

4.4. Discussion

In this section, we consider the reasons for the relationship between the significant features and the neatness rate. The variance of points per distance, which was the
important feature, was reduced when the student maintained a constant writing speed. In particular, the strokes with Ramer = 1 were simple, yet curvy. Hasty students tended to write such strokes unconsciously. The notes of the careful students produced a low variance of points per distance.

The second feature, the average of Ramer, was straightforward. Careful students securely split their strokes even if the stroke was simple and short, especially in Kanji characters. Hasty students tended to concatenate these short strokes, which increased the percentage of higher Ramer values.

The third feature, average points per distance, was difficult to explain. Intuitively, the value increased when students wrote more slowly. From the results, however, when the average of points per distance increased, the neatness rate reduced. By observing the longest average note, we found that the student wrote smaller characters with shorter strokes. Because the distance of the shorter stroke was smaller, it increased the average value of points per distance. Incidentally, the student who wrote smaller characters did not maintain a constant pen speed.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we examined significant handwritten features for estimating the neatness rate of online note data. We calculated 14 basic features from handwritten notes and verified the correlation coefficients with a reference neatness rate. We found that (1) variance of pen speed, (2) average of angular point, and (3) average of pen speed were the significant features for evaluating the neatness of the handwritten notes. We illustrated that the weighted average of the above three features produced significant correlation coefficients ($r = -0.607$). The metrics can be effectively used for estimating the neatness rate from the extensive amount of handwritten stroke data consisting of natural text written in Japanese.

We have not confirmed the effectiveness of the metrics for other languages such as English, Spanish, or Chinese. For future work, we will evaluate the applicability of these metrics. Furthermore, we will employ the metrics for our student note-sharing system to assess if the proposed method relieves the teacher’s burden and encourages the students to improve the quality of their writings.
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